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January 23rd 2017:You CAN Understand Your Baby! Find Out
How
There is not a parent around who hasn’t, at one time or another,
wished their baby could speak and tell them exactly what was
needed. Is it a new diaper? A feeding? A cuddle and closeness? Is
it that baby is sick? Sometimes, it can be hard to know. But it
doesn’t have to be, says Dunstan Baby Language (DBL) expert Di
Bustamante. DBL is based on the remarkable, evidence-based
idea that “every baby, of every race, colour, and culture” makes the
“same 5 sounds before they cry out,” and that each sound
indicates a specific need. If you’re a new or expectant parent, this
is a show you won’t want to
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Featured Guest
Di Bustamante
Di Bustamante has made a career out of supporting women and children as they transition through pregnancy,
childbirth, and into new parenting. She completed her training and certification as a doula and childbirth educator
with Childbirth International and has worked as a board-certified consulting hypnotist, Hypnobirthing(R)
practitioner, child birth educator, pregnancy massage therapist. She has also trained instructors in infant
massage and Dunstan Baby Language of infant communication. Over the years, Di has volunteered with
breastfeeding training programs for new moms and a child bereavement support group. Currently, she resides
in Pine, Arizona, where she is a practicing hypnotherapi
Read more
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